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a b s t r a c t

Attempts to link ‘lean’ and ‘green’ have a long history, yet they mostly remain wedded to an eco-

efficiency agenda. The question addressed here is to what extent lean can inform more radical change

towards greater sustainability in industrial systems. The automobile is one of our least sustainable

systems and the main issue is overproduction. Yet, the current automotive business and manufacturing

models depend on high levels of production due to the need for economies of scale determined by the

chosen production technologies. These technologies center on the internal combustion engine and the

all-steel body. This paper shows through a review of the ‘leagile’ literature, that a new understanding of

the factors that determine the ‘decoupling point’ between lean and agile processes can be used in order

to bring about a radical shift in economies of scale in car production such that lower volume production

becomes feasible thereby reducing the need for overproduction and enabling a move towards more

sustainable car production and hence consumption. A case study of the Morgan Motor Company is

included to illustrate how such an approach could work in practice.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

There have been several attempts over the past twenty years or

so to link, or even fuse the concepts of ‘lean’ and ‘green’. Although

early pioneers of lean production and subsequent ‘lean thinking’

(Womack et al., 1990;Womack and Jones, 1996) on the whole failed

to make this connection, some, including Romm (1994), immedi-

ately saw the potential to combine the ‘lean’ with the ‘green’, or

‘clean’ as Romm put it, while others instead highlighted the po-

tential negative environmental impacts of some ‘lean’ practices

such as Just-In-Time (JIT) (Nieuwenhuis, 1994). The following

twenty years saw a series of studies attempting to integrate the two

concepts, exemplifiedmost recently byworks like Dües et al. (2013)

and Wong and Wong (2014). A particularly useful contribution is

the recent literature analysis surrounding these themes by

Martinez-Jurado and Moyano-Fuentes (2014), who also identify

automotive as the most studied sector in this context, possibly

reflecting the fact that lean thinking originated in the automotive

sector, although it could also be argued that nowhere is this fusing

of lean and green more relevant than in the case of the automobile.

In the automotive sector, both products and processes have been

the subject of considerable efforts to reduce their impact, yet it is also

clear that annual worldwide production and sales of some 70e80

million vehicles is not environmentally sustainable as presently

understood, however environmentally optimised both products and

productionmayhave become. In fact, the automobile is probably one

of the least sustainable of human systems. Yet it has also become

tightly interwovenwith modern societies and economies, making it

particularly challenging to entice towards greater sustainability.

Progress made so far in product terms has focused primarily on

emissions and fuel consumption and should be categorised as ‘eco-

efficiency’ measures rather than moves towards genuine sustain-

ability,while, similarly, inproduction terms the focushasbeenon the

reduction of paint-shop emissions, energy efficiency measures and

reduction of waste. The problems are wide-ranging, but the most

obvious is this sheer annual production volume, amounting to some

63 million cars and light trucks in 2012 alone (OICA, 2014). Having

adoptedmass production, it has become near impossible to produce

cars at low volume, thereby creating significant barriers to change

(Wells and Nieuwenhuis, 2012). However, these barriers within the

mass production system are not insurmountable.
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The present study attempts to progress the discussion of how to

link lean and green and extend it towards a sustainable production

approach by incorporating not only recent advances in lean

thinking, particularly its embracing of ‘agility’ as a concept, but also

the recognition of the limitations inherent in an eco-efficiency

approach. In the process, an attempt will be made to summarise

developments in lean and agile thinking and then extend this to

apply it to a model of potentially more sustainable production of

automobiles at lower volumes. A case study of the Morgan Motor

Co. is included as an illustration, although this is used merely to

explore how the principles of ‘leagile’, and in particular how the

core concept of the ‘decoupling point’ could be used to inform a

more sustainable, lower volume and hence lower environmental

impact system that can nevertheless deliver personal mobility as it

has come to be understood.

1.1. Background

The need to reduce new car production volumes will come into

even starker focus in the coming years as a result of technological

developments, as a consequence of which the ratio of embedded

carbon to in-use carbon emissions will change dramatically. This

will make the environmental argument for making fewer, more

durable cars even more compelling than it is today. The notion of

product durability has long been on the margins of environmental

concern (OECD-MIT, 1994; UN, 1997; Cooper, 2005), although some

durability work has focused specifically on the car (Porsche, 1976;

Stahel and Reday-Mulvey, 1981; Nieuwenhuis, 1994b, 2008; de

Groot and McCrossan Maire, 1998). The issue of a car's life expec-

tancy has come to the fore again due to work on embedded (or

‘embodied’) carbon in cars, notably that by Ricardo on behalf of the

UK Carbon Trust (Ricardo/Carbon Trust, 2011) and also the work by

Hawkins et al. (2012). It is clear from these contributions that as we

move towards greater electrification of the automotive powertrain

fromhybrid, through plug-in hybrid, to battery electric vehicle (EV),

and possibly fuel cells, the proportion of embedded carbon in-

creases in relation to carbon emissions in the use phase from the

current typical ratio of 20:80 (embedded: use), to a possible future

ratio of 60:40. Embedded carbon in the case of a car includes the

mining of raw materials, their transport, production of semi-

finished products, of components, as well as the production of

the car itself.

The Ricardo study shows that the body contains the largest

proportion of embedded carbon (30%), followed by the engine

(20%), which, by optimising existing technologies, could be reduced

by around 50%. However, there is also an increasingly strong case to

be made for extending the useful life of the car itself. The analysis

by Hawkins et al. (2012) focuses specifically on the difference be-

tween what they term ‘conventional’ and electric vehicles. They

calculate that the global warming potential benefit of EVs as a result

of this amounts to 10e24% with the average European electricity

generating mix, assuming a lifespan of 150,000 km. Increasing the

lifespan to 200,000 km increases this benefit to 27e29% relative to

petrol cars and 17e20% relative to diesel. However, decreasing the

lifespan to 100,000 km reduces the benefit to 9e14% against petrol,

and no discernable difference with diesel. They suggest, therefore,

reducing the impact along the supply chain while also reducing in-

use emissions through lower carbon energy generation. Neither

study advocates a longer lifespan, but this would seem a more

logical conclusion. EVs already are likely to last longer than IC

engined vehicles. This is based on historical experience with older

EVs, as well as more recent experience in countries like Norway and

some specific commercial fleets, which have shown them to be very

reliable and long-lived (Nieuwenhuis, 2014). However, will con-

sumers be able to adjust to keeping cars for longer, and will the car

industry be able to handle such a transition towards making fewer

longer-lasting cars? The answer to the latter maywell lie in some of

the strategies outlined in this analysis.

2. Lean and green

Martinez-Jurado and Moyano-Fuentes (2014) provide a useful

summary of works attempting to link the lean with the green and

they distil a number of themes from their analysis. They explain

that while initially the focus was on greening single sites or firms,

later arguments in favour of greening supply chains come to the

fore (e.g. Mason et al., 2008). They show that in recent years most of

the focus in the literature has been on the impact of lean practices

on environmental sustainability, which they define as meeting the

needs of current stakeholders without compromising those of

future stakeholders e possibly a rather narrow definition, which

depends crucially on how ‘stakeholders’ are defined in a particular

context. They identify some recent contributions, notably Vinodh

et al. (2011) and Aguado et al. (2013) that begin to link lean man-

agement and green manufacturing, which, combined with works

adapting lean concepts to environmental concerns along the supply

chain as a whole, such as Mason et al. (2008) have moved the

debate forward towards a more integrated approach. However,

they also highlight problems with this approach, notably the

concept of heijunka or production levelling, which highlights the

tension between the needs of the production system with those of

themarket (Naylor et al., 1999; Mason-Jones et al., 2000) that forms

the basis for the discussion here.

On the whole, as outlined by Martinez-Jurado and Moyano-

Fuentes (2014), the approach taken by such studies can best be

categorised as ‘eco-efficiency’, whereby the ‘lean’ priority of

removing ‘muda’ or waste in the broadest sense from any process,

can easily be extended to apply equally to the wasteful use of

natural resources, whereby a ‘green’ approach prioritises the

reduction or removal of such waste; a very similar concern. An eco-

efficiency approach is predicated on the assumption that there is

nothing inherently wrong with the product or process under

consideration, but that carrying it out in a less wasteful manner is

itself environmentally beneficial. To some extent this may be a valid

assumption; however, we are also then often dealing with ‘low

hanging fruit’ in terms of wider environmental benefits; further,

more fundamental change is inevitably needed in due course.

Such eco-efficiency benefits are then extended to the business

side whereby the ‘double bottom line’ at least can be hit: eco-

efficiency is thus easily combined with business efficiency: saving

costs. Walker and Salt (2006) warn against over-use of efficiency as

it is often understood, arguing that instead, natural systems favour

a degree of ‘redundancy’ in order to achieve ‘resilience’ and

therefore often appear to us as inefficient. Within a wider sus-

tainability context, therefore, many of such eco-efficiency initia-

tives provide at best partial results. For example, where a process or

product is inherently unsustainable, it is still offered, only with a

reduced environmental impact. Instead, an attempt is made here to

revisit the lean concept, combined as it has become in the more

recent literature with the notion of ‘agility’ to create a creative

fusion now known as ‘leagile’, and to assess to what extent this

concept can then be used beyond the context of an eco-efficiency

brief in order to make a serious contribution to a genuine sus-

tainable production and consumption agenda e although the

emphasis here will be on the former: production.

3. Lean and agile

With the introduction of lean production, originally as the

Toyota Production system, mass production became more efficient
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e more could be done with less; less in terms of resources, there-

fore suggesting a move towards greater environmental efficiency

also. This prompted works such as Romm (1994). The lean concept

gradually moved through the automotive industry, popularised

primarily by Womack et al. (1990). However, it soon became clear

that with lean production a degree of flexibility was lost and moves

towards greater ‘agility’ were introduced only to settle at a kind of

compromise solution now termed ‘leagile’. The present study ar-

gues that not only does this approach lead to greater conventional

effectiveness in mass production systems but, more importantly, it

also opens the door towards reducing the volumes of cars pro-

duced, while at the same time retaining a viable automotive in-

dustry. The key, it is argued here, to achieving this is a new

understanding of the impediments to the location of what has been

termed the ‘decoupling point’ between the lean and agile phases of

the value chain. To illustrate how such an approach could be used

for viable lower volume automotive production systems, an exist-

ing low volume firm, the Morgan Motor Company, is used as a case

study. It is shown that a judicious mixture of lean and agile activ-

ities along its extended value chain allow this low volume opera-

tion to survive and thrive within the existing mass production-

dominated system.

The concept of lean production has been challenged by those

seeking to accommodate a greater degree of flexibility, or agility in

supply chains. Essentially, while lean was regarded as the answer

for all supply chains at one stage (Womack et al., 1990), it was

found that tensions could arise where some supply chains inter-

face with markets e akin to Walker and Salt's (2006) efficiency vs

resilience argument in natural systems. An overview of these de-

velopments in approaching the concept of ‘lean’ was provided by

Moyano-Fuentes and Sacrist�an-Díaz (2012). In view of some of the

limitations of lean, it was concluded that for certain supply chains

supplying certain markets, a more agile approach was required,

which at times could undermine to some extent the leanness of

the supply chain. The crucial question became how lean and agile

elements could be combined within a single supply chain and at

what point in that supply chain the change from lean to agile

should be made e this became known as the ‘decoupling point’.

Over time, two types of decoupling point came to be primarily

identified: the material decoupling point and the information

decoupling point.

In the present study, this discussion is linked with a case study

analysis of the rarely studied specialist sports car sector, which has

used precisely these principles in order to ensure its survival and

may provide pointers for a potential trajectory towards more sus-

tainable lower volume production of more durable cars. This fact is

not well understood, as the debate e particularly in an automotive

sector contexte has been dominated bymodels of mass production

(cf. Moyano-Fuentes et al., 2012 for a recent example). This is un-

derstandable, as Toyota provided the original model for the lean

paradigm. However, it is found here that by moving the material

decoupling point further up the value chain than is customary in

mass car production, beyond the boundaries of the firm in fact, the

low volume specialist car industry has dramatically reduced its

minimum economies of scale, therebymaking this sector viable at a

scale far below the production volumes at which conventional

mass car producers would be viable. The weakness of the existing

‘leagile’ literature is that it provides little detail as to what elements

determine the location of the material decoupling point. The core

argument here is the suggestion that high capital investment pro-

cesses in the value chain provide barriers to the free movement of

the material decoupling point, but that these can also provide a

focus for where the decoupling point can most profitably be

located. Empirical evidence is provided by a case study of the

Morgan Motor Company.

3.1. Integrating lean and agile

Christopher and Towill (2001) conceived three ways in which

the lean paradigm and agile paradigm can be integrated to create

an effective supply chain. Christopher and Towill (2002) argued

that there are three practical combinations, namely: within the

same space but at a different time; in a different space but at the

same time and a in different space and a different time in the

supply chain. These were defined as: the separation of ‘base’ and

‘surge’ demand, the Pareto curve approach and the decoupling

point approach. Christopher and Towill (2001) also suggested

appropriate conditions for each of these hybrid strategies and

claimed that these three combinations are complementary rather

than mutually exclusive. The rationale behind these three ap-

proaches was further explored by Stratton and Warburton (2003).

They claimed that where there is a trade-off within the organisa-

tion, separation principles can be applied for mitigating the impact

of any conflict.

Most pertinent in the present context is the material decoupling

point. This approach refers to marrying the lean and agile para-

digms by creating a decoupling point in the materials flow. Up-

stream from the decoupling point, processes are operated on lean

principles; inventory is held in generic form and the final config-

uration is only performed when the customer order is received.

Only downstream from the decoupling point is the agile principle

applied. Christopher and Towill (2001) stated that this approach

can be applied when there is a possibility of modular design in

product architecture. In a low volume automotive context, for

example, generic components such as powertrain, extrusions for

frame construction, etc. could be made by large facilities in order to

achieve the desired economies of scale via lean processes. These

could then be supplied to smaller assembly facilities that combine

these modules and can operate on very low capital investment

levels in order to allow maximum flexibility and agility in their

interface with themarket. This is in reality similar to how Ford built

the Model T (Ford & Crowther, 1924).

The ‘decoupling point’ was introduced by Hoekstra and Romme

(1992), and defined as ‘the point in the product axis to which the

customer's order penetrates'. Later, Mason-Jones and Towill (1999)

added that there are at least two pipelines within the supply chain,

material flow and information flow and both flows have their own

separate decoupling points. Therefore, they introduced the concept

of ‘material decoupling point’ and ‘information decoupling point’.

This ‘material decoupling point’ resonates with the ‘decoupling

point’ proposed by Hoekstra and Romme (1992). Mason-Jones and

Towill (1999) defined the ‘information decoupling point’ as ‘the

point in the information pipeline to which the marketplace order

data penetrates without modification’.

Hoekstra and Romme (1992) give examples of simplified supply

chain structures with various positions of material decoupling

point, ranging from ‘buy to order’ at one extremewith a decoupling

point well up the supply chain at the factory gates of the raw ma-

terial supplier, via ‘make to order’ with the decoupling point just

before the manufacturer/assembler, ‘assemble to order’ where that

point is at the manufacturing/assembly plant, via ‘make to stock’

with the decoupling point between assembler and retailer, and

‘ship to stock, with that point at the retailer. The manufacturers/

assemblers represent one or several businesses in the supply chain.

Naim and Barlow (2003) made efforts to link these structures to

different supply chain strategies: ‘lean’ supply chain, ‘agile’ supply

chain and ‘leagile’ supply chain. At one end of the spectrum, there

are ‘make-to-stock/ship-to-stock’ approaches, which can offer

products with short lead times or simply picked off the shelf. At the

other extreme, the ‘make-to-order/buy-to-order’ approaches carry

a low risk of stock obsolescence as the product is configured to
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actual customer requirements from the start of the value-added

processes or the purchase of raw materials. These approaches

feature high responsiveness. However, the precondition for

adopting these two agile strategies is that customers are willing to

accept a longer lead-time. A compromise situation is assemble-to-

order, which typifies the leagile supply chain. The aim then is to

trade-off the risk of stock obsolescence with the requirement of

shorter lead-times.

The material decoupling point is also the point where strategic

stock is held to buffer the upstream players from fluctuating

customer orders and/or product variety (Childerhouse and Towill,

2000; Naylor et al., 1999). Several factors impact on the position

of the material decoupling point. On the one hand, the position of

thematerial decoupling point depends on the longest lead-time the

end customer is prepared to tolerate (Naylor et al., 1999; Mason-

Jones and Towill, 1999; Childerhouse and Towill, 2000; Mason-

Jones et al., 2000); while on the other hand, it depends on the

product variety and variability in demand. An increase in product

variety and fluctuating volume of demand would force the material

decoupling point to move upstream, which makes the supply chain

more agile. In contrast, a more stable business environment with

lower product variety and stable demand would move the material

decoupling point downstream, making the supply chain leaner

(Krishnamurthy and Yauch, 2007, p 592).

Naylor et al. (1999) argued that a ‘postponement’ strategy

contributes to moving the material decoupling point closer to the

end customer, thereby increasing both the efficiency and respon-

siveness of the supply chain. Postponement here refers to delayed

configuration; the final assembly does not take place until

customer orders are received (Christopher and Towill, 2000, 2007).

Similarly, Childerhouse and Towill (2000) define postponement as

the application of the material decoupling point before the point of

product differentiation. The core element behind the post-

ponement strategy is modular design. Feitzinger and Lee (1997)

proposed two concepts: ‘modular product design’ and ‘modular

process design’. Modular product design refers to dividing the

entire product into several sub-modules, and redesigning modules

with standardised interfaces so that sub-modules can be easily

assembled together, which enables components to be manufac-

tured separately and even in parallel and one component can be

shared by different products. Similarly, modular process design

refers to breaking down the complete production process into

several simple independent sub-processes that can function

together as a whole, thus, the production sub-processes can be

performed separately or can be re-sequenced. On the same basis,

some processes can be performed in-house, while others can be

outsourced, with this mix changing over time. Modularity enables a

company to assemble standard components in the earlier stages of

production and delay assembling the components that differentiate

the products. Postponement strategies contribute to leanness as

well as to agility. On the one hand, by delaying product differen-

tiation, the supply chain produces standard semi-finished products

as long as possible. Product differentiation occurs at the material

decoupling point, the generic inventory is regarded as strategic

stock and only differentiated processes cause delay. This greatly

reduces the lead-time from order placement by customers to

product delivery; it increases the responsiveness of the supply

chain.

However, little is actually said in the literature about the precise

nature of the material decoupling point; it is often, by implication,

suggested that greater freedom exists in reconfiguring supply

chains than is reflected in reality. It is frequently implied that the

supply chain designer has complete freedom in locating decoupling

points. To the extent that it can be manipulated for strategic or

tactical purposes, what determines the location of the material

decoupling point in a supply chain, and what are therefore the

constraints faced by supply chain designers and managers in

managing this point? It is suggested here that these constraints are

often determined by levels of fixed investment in the equipment

used at various processing stages along the supply chain. Where

such fixed investments are high, lean is best, where they are low,

agile works well. However, on the whole, the existing literature

remains vague on this point.

In the mass production car industry, the key areas of production

focus are the integrated steel body structure and the powertrain

(engine and transmission). These major subassemblies represent

the highest level of investment both in terms of product develop-

ment and in capital investment in manufacturing. It is therefore

these areas that represent both the key to economies of scale in the

car industry, but also the main barriers to greater agility in terms of

response to customer requirements (Nieuwenhuis and Wells, 1997,

2003, 2007;Wells and Nieuwenhuis, 2012). It is for this reason that,

while customers often have access to a broad range of colour and

trim variations, for example, their choice in terms of powertrain

and body style is limited, despite the now widespread adoption of

platform strategies and attempts at ‘mass customization’ (Alford

et al., 2000; Doran et al., 2007; Brabazon et al., 2010). It is also

typically the case in mass car production that both the body and

powertrain areas remain within the realm of the final assembler,

the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). For these reasons,

much of Toyota's innovative work was focussed on the area of body

production e press shop, body-in-white, and paint, as these are the

least amenable to flexibility (Womack et al., 1990).

However, one way of breaking through this barrier to greater

agility may be by moving to a more modular design approach, as

suggested in the decoupling point literature (Feitzinger and Lee,

1997), and then moving the decoupling point for these key as-

semblies further up the supply chain, for example by outsourcing

engines, and/or outsourcing body/chassis. Another method may be

to move to a different type of technology that allows breakeven at

much lower economies of scale, such as by abandoning ‘Budd-style’

all-steel body construction for a different solution (Nieuwenhuis

and Wells, 2003, 2007). It is this combination of approaches, that

has enabled the growth and survival of low volume specialist firms

such as the Morgan Motor Company, one of the world's oldest

surviving car manufacturers. Morgan uses traditional ‘pre-Budd’

coach-building techniques and has never made the transition to

Budd all-steel technology (Nieuwenhuis andWells, 2003). The firm

is very successful and prides itself on never having had to lay off any

workers and on having been profitable since 1911. Morgan cele-

brated its first centenary in 2009 (Morgan and Bowden, 2008).

4. Methodology

In terms of methodology, a qualitative approach was used,

specifically a case study. Where the approach here is more novel, is

in the use of an engaged scholarship model (Van de Ven, 2007). The

researchers have over the past 10 years developed a long-standing

relationship with the Morgan Motor Co. involving regular meetings

and interactions, such that the methodology used constitutes an

‘engaged scholarship’ approach (Cheney et al., 2002; Van de Ven

and Johnson, 2006; Van de Ven, 2007). In engaged scholarship, ‘

… researchers and practitioners coproduce knowledge that can

advance theory and practice in a given domain’ (Van de Ven and

Johnson, 2006, 803). Van de Ven (2007) and Van de Ven and

Johnson (2006) argue that research yields better results, from

both a practitioner and academic perspective, if academics and

practitioners collaborate throughout the research process. This in-

cludes defining the research questions as well as theory building.

This process is clearly easier to implement where the firm is
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relatively small, occupying a single site and where lines of

communication are therefore short. The researchers are under no

illusion that what has been achieved in this respect in the current

study would be easily replicated in a large, multi-national auto-

motive mass producer. However, in this case, the ability on the part

of the practitioners to engage in higher level thinking, and on the

part of the researchers to understand manual craft-based processes

and specialist car markets, helped to build a productive engage-

ment on both sides over a number of years.

From this process emerged two research questions. The practi-

tioners were particularly interested in understanding their own

business model such that they could explain it to potential in-

vestors; members of the financial community often fail to appre-

ciate the differences between mass production and low volume

specialist automotive operations. This in a climate where the

demise of the small automotive firm was long expected, a view

itself apparently borne out by the absorption of many small players

by larger mass producers during the 1990s (Maxton and Wormald,

2004). The researchers, however, were primarily interested in

exploring the extent to which the low volume production model

was actually feasible as the basis for a future more sustainable

automotive business and manufacturing model by studying firms

that already employed elements of it. Thus, rather than entering the

company to carry out fieldwork on a single occasion, the re-

searchers engaged in an on-going dialogue with the company, with

the aim of benefiting both the researchers and the company. After a

number of informal visits, the outcome of whichwas some practical

research of direct benefit to the company, an exploratory research

visit was carried out in February 2008, followed by more extended

research visits in August 2008, May 2011, November 2012 and

September 2013. On each occasion, the craftsmen and craftswomen

building the cars were engaged in informal interviews during an

extended tour of the production facilities during which key pro-

cesses were recorded and discussed, while more formal interviews

were also carried out with senior executives. Topics covered

focussed mainly on understanding the supply chain, relationships

with suppliers and also with customers. Morgan is an SME,

employing between 180 and 200 people (the numbers varied

during the different research visits, increasing to just under 200 by

the time of the final visit due to the addition of capacity to build the

new three-wheeler). It is therefore possible to engage with a sig-

nificant proportion of the workforce during such visits, thereby

exploring different aspects of the operation. Between visits, more

detailed questions and outstanding issues were clarified through

email exchanges.

5. Case study: The Morgan motor Co

The Morgan Motor Company was founded in 1909, by Henry

Frederick Stanley (‘H.F.S.’) Morgan, and started production of the

three-wheeler, to which was added the ‘classic’ range of four

wheeled cars from 1936 (i.e. 4/4, Plus 4, Roadster, 4 seater, Plus 8),

using traditional steel chassis, and more recently the Aero range

(i.e. Aero Supersports, Aero coupe, AeroMax, Aero 8), using modern

bonded aluminium honeycomb chassis construction. Even more

recently, a recreation of the three-wheeler was added to the range.

Morgan uses standardised modules for late, customer-tailored

configuration, resulting in high customer loyalty, waste mini-

misation, product longevity, product value and high brand repu-

tation (Morgan and Bowden, 2008). Cars are designed and

engineered in-house and assembled by hand, they feature unique

traditional styling using coach-built technology and, by using mass

produced powertrain modules, are able to combine this with the

latest technology. Construction involves an aluminium-panelled

ash frame body fitted to a steel or aluminium chassis. Engines,

transmissions, rear axles and certain pressed (as opposed to hand-

formed) body panels are outsourced. The interiors consist of hand-

stitched leather over outsourced seat frames, polished hardwoods

and advanced electronics technology (Morgan and Bowden, 2008).

The Morgan business model relies on making low volumes of du-

rable cars tailored to the requirements of individual customers.

Morgan produces around 700e1300 cars a year and pitches its

maximum production capacity below the level of minimum de-

mand, thereby ensuring it permanently works at or near maximum

capacity. It is able to take this approach, due to the fact it has few, if

any true competitors; customers are therefore prepared to wait for

their individually tailored vehicle. Fluctuations in demand are then

managed by means of the length of the waiting list, i.e. the differ-

ence between supply and demand is mediated by time.

In general, the true nature of small-scale car manufacturing is

not well understood. The mass production of cars as we know it

today requires very large capital investments in three major pro-

cesses: pressing, welding and painting. In addition, there is the

actual final assembly process, which requires lower levels of in-

vestment, but is highly labour-intensive. What is termed a car ‘as-

sembly’ plant is primarily involved in creating the car's steel body.

This process, together with engine production, constitutes the

major fixed cost for mass production. These can only be recovered

with very high levels of production and sales. This in turn leads to

rapid depreciation of new cars. This accelerated dissipation of

economic value is a key factor in older cars becoming ‘beyond

economical repair’ long before their technical ‘end-of-life’

(Nieuwenhuis, 2008). Morgan's business model avoids this alto-

gether; Morgans have a very long service life, with older cars

returned to the factory to be refurbished or rebuilt, allowing the

company to capture some of the considerable value contained

within the aftermarket part of the value chain.

Morgan sources engines from Ford and BMW, thus benefiting

from the economies of scale achieved by these firms for their mass

produced vehicles, while also enjoying the product development

investments of these firms, including keeping up with de-

velopments in emissions control and other legislation (Table 1).

Transmissions are sourced from ZF and Mazda, while rear axles are

sourced from Dana's facility in Thailand. Chassis are steel for the

traditional cars, sourced from ABT in nearby Ross-on-Wye, while

aluminium chassis, as well as bulkheads are sourced from Rad-

shape in Birmingham. Bodies are constructed in-house using

Table 1

Morgan supply chain (simplified).

External suppliers Process External suppliers

ABT, Ross-on-Wye (steel

chassis frame)

Radshape, Aston, Birmingham

(aluminium chassis frame)

Dana Spicer, Thailand

(rear axles)

MWS, Slough (wire wheels)

AP Racing, Coventry (brakes)

Eibach, Finnentrop, Germany

(springs)

CHASSIS BMW, Eching, Germany

(V8 engines)

Ford, Bridgend, Wales (4 and 6

cylinder engines)

Mazda, Nakanoseki, Japan

(gearboxes)

ZF, Germany (gearboxes)

Boysen, Germany (exhaust)

Radshape, Aston, Birmingham

(bulkheads)

BODY Superform, Worcester

(wings/mudguards)

PAINT

Leather from Scotland and

Yorkshire

Bosch, Germany (electronics)

TRIM MB Components, Exeter

(seat frames)

Serck Services, Coleshill

(radiators)

Mountney, Leighton

Buzzard/Banbury

(steering wheels)
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traditional coach-built, ash-frame construction, to which hand-

formed aluminium panels are fitted. These days, front mudguards

are in super-formed aluminium on soft tooling by Superform in

nearby Worcester. Cars are painted and trimmed in-house, thereby

controlling all processes that matter to the customer and Morgan

also directly controls all processes e notably body construction e

that allow rapid and flexible evolution of models.

6. Discussion

The decoupling point concept was discussed in Section 3.1; the

question now arises as to how this applies to this particular case

study. The existing theory still presents only a partial picture in that

it provides little detail of the determinants of the material decou-

pling point, particularly those affecting its location along the value

chain. Different technologies used in the various manufacturing

processes that form the key value adding parts of a supply chain or

value chain have different levels of capital investment, and hence

are subject to different economies of scale. By mixing andmatching

different technical solutions along the manufacturing stages of a

value chain, the point at which what economies of scale occur can

be moved, thereby allowing different degrees of leanness and

agility at these different points in the value chain with consequent

impact at other points along that value chain. However, in certain

sectors, such as conventional automotive mass production, the

scope for this is limited. In reality, this more than anything else

determines the barriers to the free movement of the material

decoupling point as presently understood, particularly in certain

industries, such as automotive (Fig. 1).

Mass production is accepted as a sine qua non of the car in-

dustry; a notion undermined to some extent by the persistence of

small scale car makers such as Morgan, particularly in mature

markets. In reality, as Sabel and Zeitlin (1985, 1997) have argued,

mass production itself was not an inevitable outcome of industrial

history and historically a number of disparate factors had to come

together in order to construct what we might now think of as the

mass production system, or paradigm (Dosi, 1982) in cars. The role

of Ford in this process is well established in the literature, though

not always well understood. In reality, Ford pioneered the mass

production of key mechanical components that allowed the mass

production of what we would now think of as a powered chassis.

Bodywork was outsourced by Ford and was considered a key

bottleneck preventing the mass production of cars. This, and the

role of Budd in solving the problems of mass producing all-steel car

bodies, has been explored in considerable detail by Nieuwenhuis

and Wells (1997, 2003, 2007), by Wynn-Williams (2009) and to a

lesser extent by Orsato (2009). The final piece in this jigsawwas the

creation of a mass market and we can attribute this to General

Motors under Sloan and its combination of innovations such as

large scale vehicle finance, trade-ins, offering of a model range, use

of colour and trim and regular facelifts (Altshuler et al., 1984; Flink,

1988). The new-found economies of scale, determined by the

technology choices made by Ford and Budd, initiated a trajectory

that replaced labour with capital, created large, centralised as-

sembly facilities requiring inbound and outbound logistics net-

works of great complexity, that separated manufacturing from

retail and distribution, and supplied customers with more or less

standardised products optimised for mass manufacturing at low

per-unit cost.

Yet Ford himself recognised the danger of large concentrated

facilities (Ford & Crowther, 1924, 84). Indeed, Ford used, for the

Model T, a system of standardised, centralised component pro-

duction plants, combined with dispersed assembly facilities; a

modular approach much like modern CKD (complete knocked-

down kit) operations. It was primarily the need for high capital

equipment in the Budd all-steel body system e something Ford

long resisted e rather than Ford's iconic moving assembly line, that

led to the need for large, concentrated assembly plants in addition

to large concentrated component plants. Hence, what Nieuwenhuis

and Wells (2007) term the Fordist-Buddist model of mass car

production became inherently a supply-driven rather than a

demand-driven system. The fact is that it may be suited to steadily

growing newlymotorisingmarkets, more accepting of standardised

products, but that it struggles to handle the increasing demand for

differentiation that comes withmorematuremarkets. In addition it

put the industry on an unsustainable trajectory of what amounts to

chronic overproduction. To some extent the Toyota Production

System was a way of addressing this issue, although it was still

limited by the inherent inflexibility of Buddist all-steel body con-

struction, an areawhere many of Toyota's innovation efforts e such

as rapid die-change e were therefore concentrated.

This also suggests that there may be a more optimised way of

making cars for such diverse and fragmented markets, that at the

same time may also be significantly more sustainable due to its

viability at much lower volumes i.e. a post-mass production system

for cars. Essentially, the importance of technology choice on process

has often been either overlooked, or indeed underplayed. Processes

are the result of technology choices, that are themselves often

determined by the product and in turn determine the balance be-

tween capital and labour. Where more capital-intensive processes

Fig. 1. Capital investments for value adding stages in mass car manufacturing (V000000s).

Source: adapted from data in Nieuwenhuis and Wells, 1997, 2003, 2007.
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are used, lean approaches tend to be more appropriate, while

labour-intensive processes lend themselves more to agile ap-

proachesematerial decoupling points are therefore constrained by

this division. In the automotive context the choice for a mass pro-

duction and mass market approach naturally leads to particular

technology choices, which then determine the processes required

(Fig. 2). Alternative approaches to car building, normally favoured

by low volume producers, often allow greater agility by moving the

leanest activities up the supply chain, while favouring more agile

processes near the market.

In Fig. 1, press-shop, die sets, BIW (body-in-white ¼ the phase

where the pressed steel panels are welded together to form the

unitary body), and paint are all to a large extent inherent elements

of the Buddist system, thus they need to be considered in combi-

nation. By abandoning traditional Budd-style car body

manufacturing in favour of some alternative, it may be possible to

replace this key ‘lean’ phase with a more ‘agile’ one. Nieuwenhuis

and Wells (2003) have shown that this difference in technology

can lead to break-even points an order of magnitude lower than for

conventional Budd-style construction; i.e. in the hundreds per year

e as in the case of Morgan e rather than approaching 100,000 a

year as is more typical for mass production (Table 2). It is clear from

Fig. 1 that these high investment areas are paint and engine pro-

duction. If we add the other processes dedicated to steel body

production, the picture becomes clearer: the high investment

technologies are engine and body. One possible option is to use a

more modular technique or to use different materials that can be

shaped in different, lower capital investment processes. In some

cases, this allows the moving of those processes where capital

investment is high and hence economies of scale important e and

leanness practical e further up the supply chain, thus allowing

more phases closer to the customer to become more agile and

responsive.

In the case of the specialist car sector, what allows firms like

Morgan to operate in a competitive market environment at low

volumes is the combination of factors outlined above; they have

moved economies of scale in powertrain outside their own opera-

tions by moving their manufacture e and hence material decou-

pling point e up the supply chain by sharing engines, axles and

transmissions with mass produced models (Fig. 3). Second, they

have abandoned or, in the case of Morgan, never adopted capital-

intensive Budd all-steel body construction and instead selected a

number of alternative solutions, in Morgan's case traditional ash-

framed coach-built bodies and bonded aluminium construction.

The relatively low volumes still attract a cost penalty reflected in

the relatively high price level of these cars, however, Morgans are

cost-competitive with most equivalent mass produced sports cars,

while their exclusivity and durability and the resulting high resid-

ual values, would in any case justify a price premium in the market.

Ultimately, as these are essentially cars with labour to some extent

replacing capital, there is no real reason why their price level

should be lower thanmass produced cars and clearly customers are

willing to pay these prices and residual values are strong. This can

also be linked with the findings of Hallgren and Olhager (2009),

whose detailed empirical study of e among other sectors e 73

automotive suppliers finds that were cost leadership is pursued,

lean is always preferred. Morgan favours differentiation, not cost-

Fig. 2. How technology choice determines process.

Table 2

Assembly facility comparison: Conventional Mass Car Production vs Leagile Car Production.

Conventional Mass car manufacturing Leagile car production Advantages

Typical capital investment USD 1.7bn/plant USD 30 mn/plant Lower costs of entry and exit

Typical capacity per plant 250,000/year 5000/year Much more scalable system, adaptive to

market demand

Breakeven point (annual

units produced)

100,000 500e1000 (depending on technology) More economic resilience

Typical labour per plant 3000e4000 200e300 More localised employment; less impact

on local communities from plant closure

Cars/worker/year (at capacity) 62.5 16.6 Much higher labour input and job content

R&D cost per model USD 850 mn USD 20 mn Much more scope for low volume innovative

products

Model specific tooling USD 850 mn USD 8.5 mn Risk of failure of a novel technology model

much lower; cost of replacement much lower

Supply chain Large number of component and

specialist module suppliers

Local suppliers of specific parts;

core modules standardised and

sourced from large centralised facilities

Conventional economies of scale retained

for core modules (e.g. powertrain);

great flexibility for other components

Source: Centre for Automotive Industry Research, Cardiff University.

Fig. 3. Morgan supply chain.
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leadership and, following these findings, an agile approach is

therefore appropriate. In Morgan's case the leanness is then the

realm of its suppliers.

Fig. 4 shows the fundamental differences in approach that

ensure the viability, at low volumes, of the specialist car sector,

specifically Morgan, as compared with conventional mass car

production. It is shown, first of all, that in this alternative model,

engine and transmission are outsourced, thereby moving the

decoupling point up the supply chain. In the key area of vehicle

assembly, there are also significant differences with a much lower

level of vertical integration in the sector, as well as the different

technology choices outlined earlier, which e among other benefits

e avoids the need for a press shop (replaced with manual craft

skills and low cost generic tooling), body-in-white (replaced by ash

and metal fabrication processes), while the paint shop relies on

human labour rather than robots. The ‘chassis frame’ and ‘body

panels’ boxes in Fig. 4 straddle the OEM box, as different degrees of

vertical integration can be observed; the front mudguards or

fenders and bulkheads, for example, are outsourced even though

most of the body is built in-house. The information decoupling

point is controlled by Morgan which is able to simply order

standardised powertrain and chassis framemodules from suppliers

as and when required; as the volumes Morgan needs have a mar-

ginal impact on the production planning of their mass-production

suppliers. Table 2 highlights the key advantages of such an

approach from an economic, social and environmental, or sus-

tainability and resilience perspective, based on our research.

While the transition to such a manufacturing system would not

be easy, it would nevertheless create a degree of resilience within

the automobility system that the current mass production regime

does not possess.

7. Conclusions

The main approach that emerges from the ‘lean and green’

literature so far, as analysed by observers such as Martinez-Jurado

and Moyano-Fuentes (2014), is one of eco-efficiency; i.e. doing

the same thing, making the same products or providing the same

services, but in a more efficient, less wasteful manner. The essence

of the product, service, or production system is not usually ques-

tioned. In our move towards more sustainable production and

consumption, we need to consider the next step: how can we meet

our actual needs and wants, or perceived needs and wants in a

more sustainable manner, with products that are more sustainable

and using production systems that are more sustainable? The

present contribution has been an attempt to explore this in the

context of motorised personal mobility e the automobile e but

delivered in a more sustainable manner. The method chosen is a

case study of a small firm that already is some way along such a

trajectory and using the latest thinking in lean and agile, or ‘leagile’

value chains to propose a way of delivering this.

In terms of vehicle structures, the economics of traditional all-

steel body construction have been analysed, principally by

Nieuwenhuis and Wells (1997, 2003, 2007). This system involves

very high tooling costs per model variant, and very high in-

vestments in press technology, as well as special paint and surface

treatment technologies. Morgan avoids this by using alternative

technologies as outlined above. Essentially, there appears to be a

need in the case of certain manufacturing processes e in this case

automotive e for a deeper understanding of determinants of the

location of the material decoupling point. It is shown here, that this

is often defined by major areas of capital investment, notably e in

automotive e by powertrain and body/chassis structure. The

specialist sports car producers such as Morgan move the material

decoupling point, but not the information decoupling point up the

supply chain by limiting their own in-house activities. They out-

source modular components in a potentially lean fashion from

suppliers, while retaining control of the customer-facing activities,

thereby being able to operate in an agile fashion in those key value-

added areas they retain in-house. In Fig. 4, both the material and

information decoupling points are on the boundary of the OEM

‘box’. However, more significant is the extent to which firms like

Morgan manage the material decoupling point by both moving this

up the supply chain, allowing suppliers to work ‘lean’ while they

remain ‘agile’, but also by opting for technology choices, notably in

body/chassis construction that require significantly lower levels of

capital investment in the first place, thereby allowing greater

freedom in where to locate the material decoupling point.

The argument here is that a deeper understanding of barriers to

the free movement of the material decoupling point in the

manufacturing system and of the ways in which this forces man-

ufacturers to overproduce, is essential for developing future more

Fig. 4. Conventional vs Low Volume Car Production.
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environmentally sustainable supply chains. The need for which

arises from the present unsustainable nature of mainstream mass

car production and the steady shift in carbon intensity e as a result

of technology trends e from the use phase to the manufacturing

phase. The potentially more agile system used by specialist firms

such as Morgan could be developed into a system with greater

market responsiveness than the prevailing mass production system

thereby avoiding overproduction, while at the same time reducing

the reliance on high volume manufacturing of complete cars rather

than core modules that current mass producers suffer from. Such a

system could, for example, involve the mass production of core

components and subassemblies to be shared as virtual commod-

ities by a range of smaller low investment assemblers. This would

be in line to some extent with what is suggested in the context of

the Micro Factory Retailing model by Nieuwenhuis and Wells

(2003), Wells and Nieuwenhuis (2000, 2004) and Wells (2001,

2004, 2010), although these contributions offer little detailed in-

formation as to how such a model might be achieved in practice.

The result of the findings here is that it provides the scope for

creating a more economically viable automotive industry that is

potentially more sustainable with more positive social and envi-

ronmental impacts. It should also be noted that the additional

choice e beyond what mass manufacturers are able to offer e

presented by these specialist cars has been possible only because of

the way the manufacturing system operates. To this extent, there-

fore, this is an example of increased agility and enhanced market

responsiveness through what is primarily an alternative

manufacturing model, albeit one with the potential to be expanded

into a full alternative, more sustainable business model. The im-

plications of this for future supply chains are deserving of further

investigation.
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